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Abstract

The French Wars (1793-1815) exerted unprecedented pressures on Britain’s fiscal

and monetary policy settings. Policy makers had to constantly adjust the policy

mix as events unfolded. This meant implementing monetary and fiscal policy innova-

tions, such as the suspension of the gold standard and the instauration of Britain’s

first income tax. These adjustments signalled the government’s commitment to

undertake the necessary to win the war, without jeopardizing fiscal sustainability.

Drawing on new hand-collected data, we also show that the Bank of England played

an essential role in two successive phases of the war. The Bank granted ample liq-

uidity to the domestic payment system, by discounting large amounts of private

bills. It also financed the decisive phase of the wars by purchasing large amounts of
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public debt. The successful winding down of the balance sheet and the resumption

of the gold standard influenced the Bank’s policies and shaped the political and

financial landscape for the century to come.

Keywords: Interactions between monetary and fiscal policies, central bank balance sheet,

unconventional monetary policy, open market operations.
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There is no neat way to distinguish monetary policy from debt management, the province

of the Federal Reserve from that of the Treasury. Both agencies are engaged in debt

management in the broadest sense, and both have powers to influence the whole spectrum

of debt.” (James Tobin)

1 Introduction

The French Wars (1793-1815) exerted unprecedented pressures on Britain’s fiscal and

monetary policy regime. As such, the wars offer a unique case study regarding the inter-

actions between fiscal and monetary policies. Their outcome also shaped the political,

monetary, and financial landscape for the century to come. We therefore ask how Britain

financed and won a world war against all odds, emphasizing duly the role played by the

Bank of England. As the 22 years of almost uninterrupted warfare induced public debt

accumulation and inflation, we also examine the exit strategy from inflationary war fi-

nance.

Our findings are relevant for the euro area where the euro plays a role that is analogous

to the specie of former times and where the European Central Bank is the principal actor

of crisis management, in the absence of a supranational fiscal authority (Reis 2014). We

also inform the policy choice between maintaining a fixed exchange rate and restructur-

ing an outstanding debt overhang, as under discussion in certain member countries of

the euro area. Finally, we contribute to the analytical debate that is concerned with

the conditions under which the variations of a central bank’s balance sheet affect prices

(Chamley and Polemarchakis 1984).

Policy makers were able to effectively adjust the monetary and fiscal policy mix as events

unfolded. During the French Wars, two regime changes took place in 1797 and 1811 and

consisted in implementing monetary and fiscal policy innovations. After war finance had

taken its usual form–tax smoothing through debt financing–the second phase of the war

(1797-1810) meant the suspension of the gold standard, a Real Bills policy of the Bank

of England, and the instauration of Britain’s first and successful income tax. For the

final push (1811-1815), fiscal policy went back to deficit financing.
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Drawing on new hand-collected data, we also show that the Bank of England played an

essential role in the last and decisive phase of the wars by purchasing large amounts of

public debt. The variations in the Bank’s balance sheet affected asset prices and the

aggregate price level because they interacted with fiscal policy choices. In line with what

the proponents of the Real Bills doctrine claimed, prices evolved with the fiscal backing

of the Bank’s notes (Sargent 1982).

The Bank’s policy was set with the expectation of an exit strategy. After the war, the

government would redeem some of the short-term bills held by the Bank of England by

converting them into long-term bonds, backed by future tax revenues. The expansion

in the Bank’s balance sheet was backed by real assets. According to a Modigliani-Miller

argument (Wallace 1981), the expansion of balance sheets in this context should not have

a large impact on the price level. And yet, at its peak in 1813, the price level exceeded

its pre-suspension level by roughly 40 percent.

The Bank’s intervention took place in an environment where the convertibility of the

pound into gold had been suspended. The suspension of the gold standard was accom-

panied by debt accumulation and inflation. Not only was the return to the pound’s

pre-war gold content contingent on the outcome of the war, it would come at high de-

flationary costs. Resuming the gold standard was an uncertain prospect, as was the

reversion of the fiscal and monetary expansion that had financed the French Wars (Ac-

worth 1925, Kindleberger 1982). This uncertainty affected the behavior of prices (Antipa

2016).

The government’s exit strategy was helped by the fact that military expenditures–

accounting for 2/3 of Britain’s budget–collapsed from 20 to 5 percent of GDP, bringing

about important primary surpluses. Sizable funding operations converting short-term

bills into long-term bonds were undertaken in 1815, 1818, and 1820. Interest rate reduc-

tions for long-term debt, i.e. the widespread use of contingent debt, further rendered

public finances more sustainable.

No measures were taken to alleviate the economic and social difficulties that came with
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the short-fall of war-related demand. The 1816-1817 after-war depression was accompa-

nied and magnified by the large postwar demobilization, implying a more than threefold

increase in the unemployment rate from 5 to 17 percent (Acworth 1925, Feinstein 1998).

Although numerous, public manifestations of economic and social discontent were ren-

dered illegal by a number of legislative actions that restrained civil rights heavily.

Moreover, the electoral system entailed an under-representation of the citizens most

affected–registered voters amounted to 1.5 percent of affluent in the total population.

This granted a large intersection between public creditors on the one hand, and members

of parliament and registered voters on the other hand (Johnston, 2013). Since deflation

increased the real value of debt to the advantage of creditors, political support for reim-

bursement of public debt at the pre-war gold content of the pound was strong.

The mistakenly perceived ease with which the resumption was undertaken in 1821, how-

ever, shaped British monetary orthodoxy and the global financial system for the century

to follow (Fetter, 1965). It also ushered in the gold standard’s second resumption after

WWI, an event that prolonged and aggravated the Great Depression (Kindleberger 1984,

Bernanke 1995, Eichengreen and Temin 2000).

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The next section briefly describes

British war finance before the French Wars and lays out the logic of changes in the mone-

tary and fiscal policy framework as events unfolded. Section three presents the sequence

of regimes during the war and suspension years: here we draw on new hand-collected

data regarding the public short-term debt market and the Bank’s balance sheet. Section

four details the political and economic circumstances that shaped the exit strategy from

inflationary war-finance. A last section puts our findings into analytical and historical

perspective and concludes briefly.

2 Public Finance before the French Wars

By the beginning of the French Wars, Britain was equipped with formidable tools of fis-

cal and financial policy. These had been developed and honed under the pressure of the
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“second Hundred Years War”1, which started in 1688 between the new political regime

in Britain and the old regime in France.

2.1 Developing fiscal and financial tools

The excise, run by a new and efficient administration became the tax base and provided

a stable and secure source for the new government bonds (Brewer 1988, Nye 2007). In

the first half of the 18th century, the market for financial assets underwent its “financial

revolution” (Dickson 1967) that was achieved when the entire public debt was refinanced

at a lower interest rate (Chamley 2011).

The three wars after 1740 were financed according to “modern" principles of public fi-

nance. The war-related surge of expenditures was financed by loans that were funded

by ear-marked taxes, especially the excise but also import duties, which were voted by

parliament for debt service. Each war thus led to a new plateau of commodity taxes. The

only tax for which the increase was canceled after a war was the land tax (Brewer 1988).

In peace time, the debt-to-GDP ratio decreased, because of budget surpluses–at times

paired with a sinking fund–and because of the growth of the economy (Figure 12 and

Table 7 in the appendix). The pattern of taxation and deficit fits the “tax smoothing”

method of the modern literature, but it can also be explained by expediency (Barro 1979

and 1987, Chamley 1985).2 With each war costs increased: during the War of American

Independence (1776-1783), the rate of interest on British debt even reached the French

level.

1Buffinton (1929).
2The deficit method was the same for the three wars, but the types of financial instruments were

different. In the War of the Austrian Succession (1743-48), the main part of the new debt was in 4

percent redeemables (£15.3 out of £23.7 million). The reduction of the interest from 4 to 3 percent was

indeed the crowning of the Financial Revolution (Dickson 1967) and marked the maturity of Britain’s

debt financing system. During the Seven Years War (1756-63), Britain did not issue redeemable debt,

perhaps because the context was less favorable for an interest reduction than in 1748 when the stock of

4 percent annuities greatly exceeded the debt issued from the war. The War of American Independence

was primarily financed in the 3 percent (Grellier 1812).
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2.2 The Lull before the French Wars in 1783-1793

After the Treaty of Paris (1783), the public debt had reached 150 percent of GDP. A

Sinking Fund of about £1 million per year was reinstated by Prime Minister Pitt to repay

the debt. When that Sinking Fund was preserved during the war years of fiscal deficit,

it was not an accounting gimmick. It provided an additional signal of the government’s

commitment to long-run fiscal sustainability.3 Such a commitment would be especially

important during the suspension of the convertibility of the pound when market expecta-

tions about the resumption of convertibility would depend on the prospects for long-run

fiscal balance (Antipa 2016, Sargent 1982). Even in contemporary economies, separate

accounts have been used to reinforce future commitments, such as the separate tax for

social security in the US.

The Sinking Fund redeemed every year on average the equivalent of 42 percent of long-

term debt created (Figure 13 in the appendix). By the end of the French Wars, the

Sinking Fund had redeemed the equivalent of 26% of debt created. The Fund’s interven-

tions in the long-term debt market may also have contributed to stabilize prices.

During the decade after the Treaty of Paris in 1783, the rate of interest decreased grad-

ually, as one would expect in peace time. What may be more interesting was the fall of

the premium of the 4 percent annuity over the 3 percent. Recall that this premium is

the present value of the payments of the additional coupon of the 4 percent over the 3

percent, namely one pound, as long as the 4 percent is not redeemed. Following previous

experience in the 18th century, this redemption would take place either slowly through

budget surpluses (the Sinking Fund), or in one swoop as in 1749, for the entire stock of

the 4 perncet annuities (Chamley 2011). In either case, a reduction of the premium is a

strong indication that the market expects interest rates to decline in the future and to

the peace time level of 3 percent.

At the beginning of 1784, the price of the 4 percent was nearly 4/3 of the 3 percent. A

lowering of the long-term interest rate back to 3 percent was too far to be seen. In the
3Gladstone criticized, in 1854, the practice of “continually buying up stock at 3, 4, or 5 per cent

below the rate at which you were simultaneously creating stock in order to find the money to make the

purchase” (Silberling 1924).
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Spring of 1791, the long-term rate had decreased to 3.5 percent but the premium was

still high (Figure 1). At the beginning of the summer, the 3 percent was priced at 85

and the 4 percent at 105. That difference of 20 meant an expectation of redemption of

more than 30 years in the future.4 That premium fell precipitously in 1791. In March

1792, the 3 percent was priced at 97, the premium of the 4 percent had shrunk to 5, with

an expected interval of time to redemption of about 5 years. The market expectations

and conditions were very similar to those in 1747 before the previous interest reduction

for all 4 percent annuities (Chamley, 2011). The events in France during the summer of

1791 led the market to believe that a new period of peace was coming.
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Figure 1: Prices of the consol (3%) and of the 4% annuities

Source: Gentleman’s Magazine, authors’ calculations.

4The present value of coupons of one pound for 30 years, discounted at 3 percent–the lower bound

for the interest in this case–is 19.6.
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2.3 The French Wars: Unprecedented Funding Needs

From 1793 to 1815, England mobilized in the French Wars all its resources, in collabo-

ration with allies on the continent, to thwart the French attempt at the domination of

Europe. At the onset, it was not clear that Britain would prevail and become the main

world power for the century to follow. As Knight (2013, pp. xxi-xxii) writes:

“Most people (excepting very few scholars) [..] do not realize how vulnerable Britain was

at this time. It was a world war in all but name [..], with ferocious fighting right to the

finish between two systems of government, each using every possible resource to overcome

the other. A British victory was finally achieved but only through radical efficiencies in

the nation’s economic and political life.”

Policy makers made decisions under uncertainty about future events. Expectations re-

garding possible future events defined the mix of monetary and fiscal policies used to

finance expenditures, i.e. a policy regime. Within a policy regime, decisions were af-

fected by the realizations of random events but a given regime also implied a consistency

constraint such that the regime itself did not change. Whenever the unfolding of events

made a regime inappropriate for policy response, the regime had to be replaced by a new

one (Daunton 2001, pp. 12-22). During the French Wars, two changes of regime took

place, in 1797 and in 1811. The transition after 1815 was a phase in itself that had been

anticipated before, with some uncertainty.

In the first phase, 1793-1797, fiscal and monetary policies were conducted as in the

previous three wars of the 18th century: tax smoothing through debt financing and con-

vertibility of the pound into gold at the Bank of England. The unprecedented level of

interest rates on public debt led to the second phase (1797-1811) with the suspension of

convertibility, the Bank’s real bills policy and, despite the war, a primary budget surplus.

For the final surge in expenditures (1812-1815), fiscal policy went back to deficit financ-

ing and the Bank purchased large amounts of government liabilities. During the last

phase after Waterloo, a large primary surplus and shifts in the Bank’s balance sheet led

to the resumption of the gold standard at the pre-war parity in 1821. In the following,

we track the sequence of these regimes.
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3 Four regimes

3.1 The First Regime (1793-1797): Standard Debt Financing

When the war resumed in 1793, it was financed by standard debt financing with ear-

marked commodity taxes and without an increase in the land tax. However, the debt-to-

GDP ratio was higher than at the beginning of the previous wars and military expendi-

tures increased fast (Figure 2). Already in the first year of the war, while the amount of

borrowing was still small compared to previous wars, the price of the 3 percent consol,

that had been at 95 in the spring of 1792, fell to 72, lower than in any of the previous three

wars. At the end of 1794, the consol was at 65. The premium of the 4 percent annuity

over the consol had risen to 15 (Figure 1) and would only decrease with the suspension of

the gold standard. The prospect of lower interest rates in the medium-term had vanished.
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Figure 2: Military expenditures, in percent of GDP, 1740-1840

Source: Mitchel 1988.
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Cooper (1982) reports “Pitt based his financial policy, and indeed, his entire conduct

of the war on the assumption that the conflict would be over relatively soon.” In this

view, it was coherent to finance this as the three preceding wars, i.e. by issuing debt

and smoothing taxes. The main fiscal indicators for the French Wars are illustrated in

Figure 3. The first of the four regimes, which for fiscal policy extends up to the intro-

duction of the income tax in 1799, is the only period of the French Wars during which

the government was running a primary deficit.
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Figure 3: Fiscal Aggregates in the Four Regimes

The primary deficit is computed as the difference between income and expenditures, all

in percent of GPD. Debt service is not included. Vertical dashed lines separate the four

regimes. Source: Mitchel 1988.

Which Debt Instrument?

During the previous three wars since 1740, deficits had been financed by different types of

financial instruments: redeemable bonds at 3 and 4 percent in 1740-48, non-redeemable
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bonds with a long-term maturity in 1758-63, redeemable bonds at 3, 4 and 5 percent and

short-term debt in for the American War. At the beginning of the French wars, the type

of new bonds was heatedly discussed. Pitt preferred the bonds with the high coupons

but could not get his way. For the bonds issued in 1793, Grellier (1810, p. 371) reports:

“It was originally intended to have raised the loan on 4 or 5 percent stock; but, the

embarrassed state of commercial credit having caused a scarcity of cash, the minister

received offers from one set of subscribers only; and, as they preferred 3 percent, it was

judged expedient to conclude the bargain in that stock, on the above terms, which were

between 4 percent and 5 percent under the market-price. The minister [Pitt] admitted

that the terms of the loan were much more disadvantageous than might have been ex-

pected; but that, having done every thing in his power to excite a competition among

the moneyed men without effect, they were the best he could procure."

Discussions on the types of financial instruments went on. Regarding the 1796 loan,

Grellier (1810, p. 388) reports: “The terms of this loan excited considerable discussion;

and it appears evident from them, that Mr. Pitt, who had formerly strongly reprobated

borrowing in the 3 percent had now changed his opinion.”

The choices of financial instruments for war financing face at least four issues, some of

which already discussed at the time. First, in deciding the coupon rate of redeemable

bonds, it has to be recalled that the peace time interest rate, since the 1730s, had been

around 3 percent. A wholesale reduction of the interest rate on these bonds was very

unlikely. The attempt at reducing the interest of 4 percent bonds in 1736 had been a

failure. The same type of operation had been a success in 1749-50 because of particular

circumstances: a very high debt, both old and new, at 4 percent and the availability

of a market for the 3 percent bonds (Chamley 2011). For the Seven Years war, the

government did not see the conditions for another success and issued non redeemable

bonds of a long maturity. The 3 percent would eventually be reduced to 2.5 percent in

1888,5 after almost a century of low interest rates. For practicality, one can assume that

the 3 percent was non redeemable.6

5Harley 1976.
6Bonds can be recalled through budget surpluses, but recalls affect first bonds with higher coupons
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If the war deficit is financed by bonds at 3 percent, these are issued well below par. The

rewards of the holders lie in the high coupon-price ratio and, which is important, in the

capital gain after the war when interest rates decline.

Holders of bonds with a higher coupon, 4 or even 5 percent, faced the significant proba-

bility of suffering a reduction to 3 percent after the war. The spread between the prices

of 4 and a 3 percent cent bonds measured the expected time span of a (discounted)

coupon equal to one until such an interest reduction would take place.7 Because of the

probability of an interest reduction after a war, capital gains on bonds at 4 and 5 percent

were lower than on 3 percent bonds.

The first issue is therefore the impact on the amount of debt after the war and the time

profile of the debt service. As an example, take a war of one year, with perfect foresight,

generating a deficit of 100, during which the interest rate is 5 percent after which the rate

returns permanently to 3 percent. Consider financing either by 3 percent or 5 percent

bonds. In the latter case, the bonds are reduced to 3 percent after the war. Let B and

B′ be the amounts of required 3 percent of 5 percent bonds. Their prices during the war

are p and p′. The one year interest during the war r.

p =
3

1 + r
+

100

1 + r
=

103

1 + r
; q =

5

1 + r
+

100

1 + r
=

105

1 + r
(1)

100 = pB = qB
′ ⇔ B = (105/103)B

′
(2)

A higher coupon entails a higher service during the war and less debt thereafter. When

the government is facing a flow constraint, as it actually did in the second phase of the

French wars, the 3 percent bonds are more advantageous.

and annual budget surpluses are small with respect to the stock of the debt.
7For an analysis of such expectations during the War of the Austrian Succession before the interest

reduction of 1749-50, see Chamley (2011).
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The price of a 4 percent redeemable bond, is the sum of a 3 percent bond and a bond

that pays one pound per year until a maturity that is random and related to the end of

the war. A longer war lowers the price of the 3 percent bond and increased the number

of years during which the additional coupon of one would be paid. If the impact of the

higher interest rate on discounting is not too large, the longer maturity had a positive

effect on component with a random maturity. One should expect that the variance of

the 4 percent bond price is lower than that of the 3 percent bond. The next table shows

that the variance of the 4 percent price was indeed lower, but the effect is not very large.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Annuity Prices, 1793-1821

Consols (3%) 4% annuities

Mean 64.3 80.7

Standard Deviation /Mean 0.11 0.10

Maximum 83.8 101.8

Minimum 47.4 58.1

Observations 7606 6420

The arguments on the variances of the prices and the shift of interest payments to the

future must have been discussed at the time since Grellier (1812) mentions them.

The gains from the end of the war (assuming victory) are distributed differently when

the loans are in consols at 3 percent or redeemable annuities at 4 percent or 5 percent.

In the first case, the end of the war brings a capital gain and the beneficiaries are the

bond holders. For the second case, we have to consider only the difference between

holding redeemable annuities and consols. The end of the war eventually terminates the

difference in coupons. The beneficiary is the tax payer.

There are other arguments that would be in favor of high coupons bonds and these may

not appear in the literature of the time. The first is that a high coupon bond generates

an incentive for “good behavior”, both in terms of taxation and expenditures. Such a

behavior generates a faster return to lower interest rates. By redeeming the high coupon
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bonds earlier, the government can reap the rewards of such a policy.

A second argument implies that the market seems to overreact to some news. For ex-

ample, the premium of the 4 percent increased rapidly to a high level in the first year of

the war. A contrario, in 1747-48, the premium was high and the rapid fall of the interest

rate was not anticipated. The government made a significant profit by issuing 4 percent

annuities in 1746-48 and lowering the interest rate in 1750.

The loans issued during the first phase of the war are presented in Table 8 in the ap-

pendix. As an example, the second loan of 1797 was raised in annuities with coupons

of 3 and 4 percent and an additional annuity of 14 years, as described in Table 8. A

subscriber received for £100 a portfolio that included annuities at 3 percent with a total

face value of £175 and a market value of £87.5 annuities at 4 percent with a face value

of £20 and a market value of £12.8. The package was set before the issuance of the loan,

with a total market value was slightly above £100, but final adjustments were made

to make it sufficiently attractive for the entire period of subscription. That adjustment

depended on the most recent market condition and here it took the form of an additional

long-term annuity of £0.33 (6s 6d) that was priced at £4.55.

To these loans one should add the refinanced Navy, Victualing, Transport, and Exche-

quer bills, usually converted into bonds at 5 percent, and the loans that were raised by

the Emperor of Austria, with the collaboration of the government. For example, a loan

of £3 million was issued in 1794. Since the allies’ armies on the continent had to be

financed by British funds, there was an argument for direct borrowing by the Emperor

instead of the transfer of funds raised by British loans. These loans were to be reim-

bursed by taxes on the continent, but they added to the supply of bonds in the market

and Parliament provided a guarantee.8

8In another example, the budget presented on February 23, 1795, introduced a loan of 18 million

where each subscriber of £100 received an option to subscribe in addition, for a maximum of one third

of £100, to Emperor’s loans. The loans to the Emperor had therefore a cap of 6 million. Interestingly,

the buyers of the British loan were entitled to a compensation if the loan to the Emperor was less

than the cap, 6d by shortfall of £750,000 plus 6d if the Parliament had refused to “guarantee” the loan

(Grellier 1810, p. 382). It turned out that the loan was guaranteed but only 4.6 million were raised. The

subscribers received an additional compensation of 1s. per cent (Grellier 1810, p. 383-384). A collateral
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Table 2: Market value of the second 1797 loan

Amount Type Market value

125 3 percent Consols at 50 62.5

50 3 percent Reduced at 50 25

20 4 percent Consols at 64 12.8

0.325 Long annuities at 14 years purchase 4.55

Total 104.85

Sources: Grellier (1810, p. 412.)

The Bank of England in the First Phase

The Bank of England was not a central bank in the modern sense. It had been created

in 1694 to represent the interest of business and in particular of bond holders (North and

Weingast 1989). During the “financial revolution” in the first half of the 18th century,

the Bank certainly acted more in the interest of the bond holders than that of tax payers

when it opposed or resisted the attempts of the government to reduce the interest on

outstanding debt (Chamley 2011).

The pressure exerted by the the French Wars accelerated the evolution of the Bank to-

ward its de facto role as a central bank (Cannan 1919). During the first phase of the

war, the Bank maintained the convertibility of its notes into gold, as during previous

wars. The Bank was anxious to do so and did therefore attempt to prevent loans to the

Austrian Emperor and and to set some limit to its short-term funding of the government.9

in actions on the Bank of Vienna was attached to the loan and the Parliament guarantee meant that

some revenues were earmarked in case of default by the Emperor and the British government could sue

the “receivers or treasurers of Imperial revenues.” In addition, a monthly amount of £7,666:13:4 was to

be paid by the Emperor for a Sinking Fund toward the repurchase of the loan at the market price.
9"The court of directors, on the 16th of April [1794], again directed the governors to wait on Mr.

Pitt, and mention the uneasiness they felt on being left so long in advance to so large an amount on the

treasury-bills. Mr. Pitt, appearing fully convinced of the propriety of the representation, said, he would

order £1.2 million to be paid to the Bank on that account immediately (Grellier 1810, p. 381).
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As soon as Britain went to war in 1793, the already usual practice of advancing funds

for Exchequer bills without specific Parliamentary authorization or funding was officially

legalized (a practice not in compliance with the Bank’s Foundation Act). The possibility

of applying directly to the Bank for funding was amply used by successive Chancellors

of the Exchequer, whenever unforeseen expenditures arose and it was not possible to sell

bills in the market at a premium.

In the winter of 1797, the tension between the Bank and the Government increased. In

February, a run started on some country banks amid rumors of French invasion. On

Saturday, February 25, the 3 percent was down to 50 1/4. The next day a crisis meeting

took place with the Governors and Pitt. The Bank claimed that it had lost nearly a

million in specie during the past week, leaving it with £1.3 million in cash and bullion,

for a circulation of approximately £10 million.10

The suspension of convertibility was decided and announced the next day as a tempo-

rary measure. The policy had immediate effects. The 3 percent jumped from 50 1/2 to

52 1/2 (Figure 4). More importantly, according to Clapham (1944, Vol.1, p.272), the

Bank’s metallic reserve began to improve almost at once. All over Britain, bankers and

merchants declared that they would support public credit by accepting the Bank’s notes

in their transactions. Britain’s business community made sure that the transition from

convertible to inconvertible paper money was relatively smooth (Coppieters 1955, p.37,

Shin 2015).

The events in February 1797 can be characterized as a standard bank run that was

stopped by the suspension of convertibility. “About the beginning of May the fear of is-

suing specie, which the stoppage of the Bank had occasioned, began to subside” (Grellier

1810, p.413). The Bank following its own interest, wanted to resume convertibility, but

Pitt opposed resumption of the gold standard. The tensions of the previous year had

shown that, in the credit conditions of the time, convertibility had created additional

difficulties for the financing of the war. Another crisis would have entailed another sus-
10At that time, the Bank did not target a particular coverage ratio. Governors of the Bank declared

that depending on economic and political circumstances the same amount of bullion granted the Bank

more or less security in its interactions with the public (Clapham 1944).
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Figure 4: Prices of Annuities at 3, 4, and 5 percent in 1793-1799

The vertical line marks the date of the suspension of the convertibility. Source: Gentle-

man’s Magazine.

pension, and so on. From the point of view of modern macroeconomics, Pitt was right

in setting a new regime with stable rules.

The regime of temporary suspension of the convertibility lasted until 1821 and the sus-

pension was extended by a number of decrees. These extensions for limited periods or

particular contingencies reinforced the commitment to the eventual resumption of the

convertibility. Once the fetters imposed by the gold standard were loosened, it became

possible to accommodate the external drain of specie caused by Britain’s expenditures

on the Continent while absorbing increasing public debt issues (Bordo and White 1991).
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3.2 The Second Regime (1797-1811): Suspension of Convertibility and

Tax Push

Fiscal Policy

For about two years after the suspension of the convertibility of the pound, war finances

continued to rely mainly on borrowing with tax smoothing (Figure 3). However, after

six years of warfare against Revolutionary France, the national debt had more than dou-

bled causing doubts regarding the stability of public finances. With a consol price of 50,

the long-term interest reached at 6 percent its highest level since the early 18th century

(Figure 5).

In these circumstances, Pitt was able to introduce Britain’s first income tax (Daunton

2001, O’Brien 1988). The new tax was met with opposition but it proved very produc-

tive. In the peak years of the war (1808-1815), the tax raised about the same amount as

customs, 18 percent of total revenues. For the rest of the French Wars, Britain abandoned

the tax smoothing policy that it had followed for the previous century. The introduction

of the income tax was complemented by rate hikes on a number of already existing taxes.

Britain had a primary surplus of 2.9 percent of GDP on average during the years 1803-

1813. Only during two years of the final surge (1814-1815) the surplus became a deficit

(Figure 3). Of course, over the whole period the primary surplus was not sufficient to

service the debt that had been accumulated over the previous century, including the first

part of the French Wars. Hence, the government was forced to continue to borrow in

each year of the war.

The efforts in terms of taxation helped the credibility of public finances. The streamlining

of the kingdom’s administration further enhanced the public sentiment that everybody

in the Nation was contributing to the war effort (Knight, 2013). Despite a substantial

increase in the government’s tasks, charges for the civil government remained broadly

stable over the war years. As can be seen in Figure 5, after the suspension of convert-

ibility and for the rest of the war, the interest rate on consols never reached the level of

the first regime again. This was due to both the fiscal restraint and to the policy of the

Bank of England to which we now turn.
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Monetary Policy: Real Bills

The suspension of the gold standard had created a payment system that was based on

the Bank’s notes, the supply of which was controlled by the Bank and the Treasury.

Throughout the period, the Bank’s balance sheet increased substantially but the com-

position of the balance sheet may have mattered even more than its growth.

The evolution of securities held by the Bank is represented in Figure 6. The Bank had

loosened constraints on its discounting of securities and therefore note expansion, feeling

it needed to discount freely to maintain public confidence after the suspension (Clapham

1944, p.11ff). Thus, in the second regime, the expansion in the Bank’s balance sheet

beyond the trend in real GDP growth operated through its increased holdings of private

securities. This policy can be described as a Real Bills policy. Another noticeable fea-

ture of the second regime was the low level of public security holdings. While private

securities more than doubled, the lending to the government did not expand in relation
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to GDP and was lower than in the first half of the 1790s (Figure 7).
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Figure 6: Public and Private Assets held by the Bank of England (1790-1825)

Nominal amounts of asset holdings were deflated by the annual growth rate of real GDP.

Source: Broadberry et al. 2012, Mitchell 1988.

In the Real Bills regime, the Bank could discount bills that financed goods in process.

New notes issued by the Bank were backed by real assets and not by government securi-

ties, which are only backed by future taxes. When the demand for credit decreased–and

the goods in process were sold–the notes and the discounts would be reduced pari passu.

In theory, such a regime should not be inflationary.

Thomas Tooke (1824) and the Bank articulated the Real Bills doctrine arguing precisely

that the Bank’s note issue could not be inflationary since it was undertaken against

sound commercial bills. Rather bad harvests, the war, and trade blockades induced

higher domestic prices, while the outflow of funds used to pay for food imports and to
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subsidize British allies on the continent may have contributed significantly to inflation

(Neal 1911, Silberling 1924).11 We will discuss below the external devaluation of the

pound.

There is a relation between the monetary regime in England 1797-1810 and the first phase

of the assignats in France, in 1790-1792. The assignats were initially created against the

real counterpart of the national domains that had been confiscated.12 During that phase,

the assignats were issued first in large denominations, then in small notes that could be

used as currency, with no significant impact on the price level. Inflation started only

when the pressure of war financing and the collapse of regular tax revenues–what is a

revolution for if we still have to pay taxes?–led to a quantity of assignats well in excess
11More recently, Lewis (1978) and Rostow (1948 and 1978) have reiterated this position, while Bordo

and Schwarz (1981) emphasized the importance of monetary factors for price level determination.
12See the illuminating exposition by Sargent and Velde (1995) who also show that the seignorage

through assignats had more than compensate for the fall of regular revenues in the continuing war.
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of their real counterpart. Inflation was first contained by price controls enforced by the

Terror. It jumped to a high level after the fall of Robespierre.

The experience of the assignats remained on the mind of policy makers and economists

in England. However, the policy context was very different. Taxes had not collapsed but

they were increased to generate a primary surplus and the Bank’s notes in this phase of

the wars were not the result of direct lending to the government.

Prices only increased towards the end of the real-bills phase when fiscal prospects de-

teriorated (see discussion below). The evolutions in inflation led to many discussions

by policy makers and economists, and triggered the Bullion Committee and Report in

1810/11. According to David Ricardo (1817) and advocates of the bullionist position, it

was the issue of Bank notes that primarily affected prices, although the Bullion Report

itself did acknowledge that other than monetary factors might have influenced prices

(Fetter 1942).

3.3 The Third Regime (1812-1815): The “Surge”

The years 1809/10 proved disastrous for the British in military terms.13 While these

events took their toll on public finances, there was little scope for more tax revenues.

Although the exact limits of taxable capacity were difficult to establish, the feeling was

widespread that those limits had already been over-passed (Acworth 1925).14 However,

Napoleon’s defeat in Russia and Prussia’s and the coalition’s re-involvement in the war

changed Britain’s situation completely and prompted a “surge”15 for this last and deci-

sive phase of the French Wars.

On the fiscal side, the primary budget surplus was reduced to zero. On the monetary

side, the Bank which had made a substitution from private to public securities in the

years 1810-1812, contributed to the surge from 1813 to June 1815 by expanding its notes
13In July, the Fifth Coalition–the Austrian- and British-led alliance against France–was defeated at

the battle of Wagram. By the end of the year, the French imposed control in most of the Iberian

Peninsula.
14See also Lord Grey’s speech on the state of the Nation, 13 June 1810.
15The expression is taken from a more recent war.
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and its holdings both of public and private securities (Figure 6).

The Bank was not important as a holder of long-term debt. In the first decades of the

18th century, the chartered companies, in administering their capital stock, managed

nearly the whole national debt. When the French Wars commenced in 1793, the Bank

held a little over 5 percent of outstanding funded debt. By the end of the wars, the rapid

increase in debt meant that the Bank’s holdings represented less than 2 percent of it (see

table 3).

Table 3: The Composition of British Debt in 1800

Type Amount £m Percent

Bank of England 12 2.44

South Sea Company 24 4.89

3% 334 68.02

4% 45 9.16

5% 48 9.78

3% Imperial 7.5 1.53

Unfunded 20 4.07

Total 491 100

As in the previous years of the war, the Bank contributed in the short-term debt market

to fill gaps between the expenditures and the revenues of the government. A standard

practice, short-term or unfunded debt was issued in anticipation of tax incomes and took

the form of Navy, Transport, Victualing and Exchequer bills, the latter accounting for

the large majority of unfunded debt. At the beginning of each year, the Bank advanced

funds against bills on the security of the malt and land taxes, sanctioned by Parliament.

The Exchequer gradually reimbursed the Bank upon reception of tax revenues. Investors

effectively purchased a share of what the government owed the Bank when acquiring Ex-

chequer bills (Philippovich 1911, p.110).
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The Bank also bought bills directly from the Treasury’s intermediary, the Government

Broker, whenever unforeseen expenditures arose and it was not possible to sell bills in

the market at a premium. The Bank purchased these bills at face value and never resold

them in the market. At some occasions, the Bank bought Exchequer bills directly in the

market to sustain their price (see Figure 14 in the appendix).16 For the Treasury this

funding method implied that it sold Exchequer bills in the worst of cases at face value

and at a premium otherwise.

The Bank started recording its interventions in the primary and secondary market for

Exchequer bills at a weekly frequency in 1810, when the war intensified and demands

for funds became more important. The hand-collected data from the Bank of England

Archives depict the weekly stocks of bills issued and bills purchased in Figure 8. During

the “surge" years, the Bank purchased very substantial amounts of bills. The average

of £16.5 m between 1812 and 1815 compared to £4 m for the war years before 1810.17

These purchases meant an important contribution to funding the decisive war effort.

Between 1812 and 1815, 30 percent of total public revenues originated in the issue of

short-term debt.18 19

Contrary to bills issued, bills purchased did not come with specific ear-marked taxes.

The Bank limited the inherent risk in this system of public funding by making sure that

the sum of bills issued and purchased would never exceed the total amount of bills au-

thorized by Parliament and hence backed by future taxes.20

This system of public finance effectively supported the price of Exchequer bills at a time

of extreme fiscal pressures. Given the important holdings of the Bank, the broader pub-
16Report from the Secret Committee on the Expediency of the Bank Resuming Cash Payments of

1819.
17Data before 1810 are taken from the Report from the Secret Committee on the Expediency of the

Bank Resuming Cash Payments of 1819.
18Public Income and Expenditure, 1869.
19This number would rise to 40 percent for the after-war years (1815-1821). The abolition of war-

related malt taxes along with the repeal of the income tax in 1816 entailed that the government continued

to borrow short-term even after the end of the war.
20Report from the Secret Committee on the Expediency of the Bank Resuming Cash Payments of

1819.
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lic was willing to absorb the frequent issues of Exchequer bills at relatively low interest

rates. “[..] the public would not have taken the amount of exchequer bills, which the gov-

ernment required to be issued at the rate of 2d. a day, if the bank had not been holders of

a very large proportion of Exchequer bills in circulation.” The low rate of interest on Ex-

chequer bills was also thought to keep up the prices of public long-term debt, the funds.21

The Bank’s interventions affected financing conditions through a second channel. The

yields on Exchequer bills acted as a floor in the London money market (O’Brien 2006).

High prices and low yields granted favorable financing conditions for London banks and

merchants. This also explains why private discounts at the Bank decreased after 1810
21Report from the Secret Committee on the Expediency of the Bank Resuming Cash Payments, 1819;

testimony of Samuel Thornton and Charles Pole, respectively.
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in Figure 6. The demand for the Bank’s own discounting declined, whenever companies

were able to easily discount with private banks.22 23

Finally, the functional importance of the Bank’s funding can hardly be overstated. Bills

financed by the Bank covered charges not foreseen by the budget. They were also used to

pay the dividends on long term debt and to sustain the British and Irish Sinking funds.24

The former was instrumental in accomplishing the decisive war effort, the latter were

essential for the credibility of Britain’s public finances. The Bank’s funding can therefore

be understood as the ultimate backstop that kept British public finances sustainable.25

Refinancing Long-term

In the context of war emergencies, short-term debt accumulated. Short-term debt was

used as an instrument for temporary financing. When outstanding bills accumulated,

they could not be repaid by a budget surplus and had to be refinanced by long-term

bonds, perpetuals in the case of Britain. Short-term debt was not necessarily backed

by specific taxes and carried a higher interest charge than perpetuals–coupons were of

5.3 percent for the former against 3 percent for the latter. Perpetuals were serviced

by specific ear-marked taxes, voted by the Parliament. Refinancing through perpetuals

therefore meant that the short-term was also, implicitly, backed by the future taxes.

The anticipation of refinancing was essential for the perception that the Bank’s govern-

ment debt holdings were not seignorage and should therefore not be inflationary. At the

time, long-term refinancing was called funding and, because of the exceptional accumu-

lation of short-term debt, funding operations had to take place well before the end of the

war. They became the rule when the war intensified after 1808. Operations accounted

sometimes for as much as 40 percent of yearly long-term debt creation, as in 1796, 1809,
22Effectively, the Bank did not compete with London banks for the business of discounting private

assets–Bank rate stayed at the legal maximum of 5 percent between 1797 and 1822 (Clapham, 1944).
23Report from the Secret Committee on the Expediency of the Bank Resuming Cash Payments, 1819;

testimony of George Dorrien.
24The Report from the Secret Committee on the Expediency of the Bank Resuming Cash Payments

in 1819 contains transcripts of the request for funding that also stated the purpose of funding.
25For this system to perform efficiently, the value of the Bank’s notes had to safeguarded. Legal

restrictions imposed their acceptance for any sort of debt at face value (Lord Stanhope’s Act or 51 Geo.

III, c. 127.)
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and 1810.26 In 1819, long-term debt creation originated solely in the conversion of short

into long-term debt. For the “surge” years, funding operations accounted for 24 percent

of long-term debt creation.27

While ex ante parliamentary authorization and ear-marked taxes were necessary for issu-

ing standard long-term debt, parliament only intervened to ex post sanction the creation

of long-term debt through funding operations. If bills were converted into four or five

percent denominations of bonds during war-time, they also became convertible into three

percent consols when peace was concluded. Since these conversions potentially reduced

the Government’s interest costs, they were never opposed in Parliament.

Operations were engineered to cancel short-term debt whenever prices depreciated be-

cause of over-abundant issues. Hand-collected daily prices for Exchequer bills display

clearly that beginning in 1808/1810 Exchequer bills are quasi-systematically priced at

a premium (Figure 9). This jump in prices coincides with an increase in the frequency

and size of funding operations and the Bank’s rising holdings of Exchequer bills.

Funding operations were similar to interest reductions of long-term bonds at 4 or 5%.

Holders of convertible bills decided freely whether or not to to accept the conversion of

the bills into long-term bonds. The Bank stood ready to cash the bills of those holders

not willing to convert. Depending on proposed conditions and current market prices,

funding operations were more or less successful along two dimensions. For example, in

1815, out of the total of £18 m of fundable Exchequer bills only £10 were funded and

created an outstanding debt of £12 m.

For the success of such operations, it was important to keep bill prices up. High market

prices made sure that the market value of debt came close to the amount of outstanding

debt the tax payer would eventually have to cover. In particular, for £1 of long-term

debt created through a conversion, the public could dispose of £0.9. This ratio was of 0.7
26We only consider funding operations in Exchequer bills. A total of £19 m Navy, Transport, and

Victualing bills were funded in 1794, 1795, and 1796. Afterwards, funding operations only concerned

Exchequer bills.
27Report by the Secretary and Comptroller General of the Proceedings of the Commissioners for the

Reduction of the National Debt, 1891.
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Figure 9: Price of Exchequer Bills in the London Money Market and Funding Operations,

1793-1815

Source: Gentleman’s Magazine, authors’ calculations.

for standard issues of long-term debt. Conversions of highly priced bills thus alleviated

future tax liabilities by minimizing the stock of outstanding debt. By keeping up prices,

the Bank’s holdings of bills were advantageous also along this dimension.

3.4 The Fourth Regime (1815-1821): “Exit” and Resumption of the

Gold Standard

Waterloo brought a definitive end to the FrenchWars. Government expenditures dropped

immediately. During this exit phase after the war years, three issues dominated policy

debates: the budget surplus, the conversion of the debt to a lower interest rate, and the

resumption of the gold standard.

The income tax, which had been a war tax, was abolished in 1816, but the level of
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taxation remained high after Waterloo. As military expenditures collapsed from 20 to 5

percent of GDP, the primary surplus jumped to 10 percent (Figure 3). Important con-

versions of short into long-term and of high into low-interest rate debt were undertaken

in 1818, 1819, 1822 and 1824. These operations were necessary if the debt was to be

reimbursed.

Resuming the convertibility of the pound required a return to the pre-war conditions,

the readjustment of the Bank’s balance sheet and a decrease in the price level. The

restoration of the pre-war price level required deflation and raised issues of political

economy that we will address in the next section. The Bank’s directors insisted that a

resumption was possible only if the government reimbursed a substantial amount of debt

to the Bank.28

Table 4 shows the evolution in the Bank’s balance sheet between 1797 and 1819, when

Parliament decided to resume the gold standard at the pre-war parity.29 Overall, the

balance sheet increased by 34.5 percent–this number abstracts from the growth of the

economy over the period. The expansion of the balance sheet was solely driven by the

Bank’s holdings in Exchequer bills, which were also the counterpart to its circulation of

notes.

Table 4: Bank of England Balance Sheet, 1797-1819 change in percent, scaled*

Liabilities Assets

Circulation 85.0 Public Securities 78.1

Deposits -23.3 Private Securities -19.5

Net gains -11.9 Bullion 14.7

Total 34.5 Total 34.5

*The balance sheet items were divided by 1.31 which is the growth multiplier of real GDP

between 1797 and 1819, based on Broadberry et al. 2012.
28Report from the Secret Committee on the Expediency of the Bank Resuming Cash Payments of

1819.
29Evolutions hardly change when using 1793, the beginning of the French Wars, as a base year.
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For the Bank, the exit strategy, to use a modern term, was the restoration of a balance

sheet that was similar to the one before the suspension. When the gold standard was

fully restored on 1 May 1821, the Bank’s balance sheet was back to its pre-suspension

level (Table 5).30 The Bank’s bullion reserve had rarely been higher. In order, to rebuild

its stock in view of resuming convertibility, the Bank had been buying gold at a loss

(Clapham 1944). Private securities, coming from the Bank’s discounting business, were

reduced as well. Eventually, the Bank was repaid £10 million, or 55 percent of govern-

ment short-term debt held on its balance sheet.31

Table 5: Bank of England Balance Sheet, 1797-1821 change in percent, scaled*

Liabilities Assets

Circulation 32.0 Public Securities -3.7

Deposits -43.8 Private Securities -68.1

Net gains -38.6 Bullion 177.2

Total -3.8 Total -3.8

*The balance sheet items were divided by 1.61 which is the growth multiplier of real GDP

between 1797 and 1821, based on Broadberry et al. 2012.

4 The Political Economy in the Exit Strategy

Restoring the gold standard at the pre-war parity would require deflation to bring the

price level, including the price of gold, back to around the same value as before the war.

Given the political and economic costs of reversing the war stimulus, the resumption was

surrounded by an important degree of uncertainty (Acworth 1925, Kindleberger 2000,
30The definite resumption of specie payments (59 Geo. III, c. 76) was enacted 2 July 1819. It

stipulated that the Bank was to gradually resume payments, by exchanging its notes against ever higher

amounts of specie between 1 February 1820 and 1 May 1823. Discretion was left to the Bank to

accelerate resumption, granted that any increase in the pound’s gold content was irreversible. The plan

for resumption was credible in the eyes of contemporaries. Upon the first announcements in May 1819,

Bank stock and gold prices reacted immediately, suffering sizable declines in value; the pound’s exchange

rate on Paris appreciated (Antipa 2016).
3159 Geo. III, c. 76.
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p.351).

The intense debates prefigured those after World War I, in which Keynes took a famous

position. On one side, the Birmingham School of currency reformers, including Thomas

Atwood, considered that the deflation caused by the return to the old parity was the

cause of England’s economic difficulties and of the successive crises, which shook its so-

cial and political structure at that time (Atwood 1816). Thus, they advocated paper

money–or at least a reduction in the metallic content of the pound–and an important

increase in the Bank’s note circulation (Checkland 1948, Fetter 1965). Contemporaries

indeed considered the possibility of never resuming cash payments, as uttered by Bank

proprietors when the suspension of convertibility was reiterated for the first time after

hostilities had ceased in the spring of 1816 (London Times 13 April 1816).

David Ricardo and many contemporaries, on the other hand, posited that a reduction

of the note circulation was necessary to return to the pre-war parity. Figure 10 presents

the evolution of the Bank’s note circulation and prices. Between 1797 and 1810, prices

did not increase nearly as much as notes in circulation and some of this growth may have

been caused by real shocks. In particular, prices in the agricultural sector, which was in

this early stage of the industrial revolution the main part of production, were subject to

sudden spikes after poor crops, as for example in 1800-1801.32 These variations had an

impact on the prices in other sectors of the economy, as manifest in the high correlation

between agricultural, services and aggregate price indices, shown in Table 6. Prices in-

creases could also have been triggered by war shortages.

The low level of prices compared to the amount of Bank notes outstanding reflects the

Real Bills effect well. The Bank’s notes were the counterpart to real assets, the goods and

services produced in the private sector or the taxes collected by the government. Prices

only increased permanently when fiscal prospects and therefore the notes’ backing de-

teriorated as war-related spending increased after 1808.33 In addition, the decrease in

prices gained momentum with the end of war-related expenditures and well before note
32Henry Thornton, member of the Bullion Committee and driving force behind the report’s theoretical

analysis, argued that the 1801-02 price spike was caused by real disturbances (Thornton 1802, pp.214ff.)
33Hansard HC Deb 7 May 1811 vol. 19 cc927.
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The Bank’s note circulation was deflated by the real GDP growth rate. Source: Broad-

berry et al. 2012, Mitchell 1988.

circulation declined. Price stability was achieved in line with fiscal sustainability (Rist

1938, Sargent 1982).

The post-war recession contributed to the deflation after 1815. Numerous public mani-

festations of economic and social discontent were rendered illegal by a number of legisla-

tive actions. Trade unions and collective bargaining were banned from the public space.

Other safeguards of individual freedom against arbitrary state action were curbed.34 Fol-

lowing the “Peterloo Massacre”–a demonstration for universal suffrage in August 1819

that cost the life of 15 people–the British government acted to prevent any future distur-
34The Combination Acts of 1799 and 1800 made trade unions and collective bargaining illegal and were

commonly attributed to the fear that the French revolutionary ideas would spread among the working

class. Habeas Corpus the principle that requires that a person under arrest be brought into court in

order to safeguard prisoners against unlawful detentions was suspended several times over the period.

In 1793 (34 Geo. III, c. 54), in 1798 (38 Geo. III, c. 36), 1799 (39 Geo. III, c. 15 and 39 Geo. III, c.

44), and in 1817 (57 Geo. III, c. 3).
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Table 6: Correlations between Agricultural and Other Price Indices, 1790-1830

Agriculture Industry Services GDP deflator

Agriculture 1 0.58 0.87 0.94

Industry - 1 0.47 0.77

Services - - 1 0.90

GDP deflator - - - 1

bances by introducing the so-called Six Acts. The acts were aimed at censoring radical

newspapers, preventing large meetings, and reducing what the government saw as the

possibility of armed insurrection. Crafts (1998), characterizes the period between the

French Revolution and the late 1820 as one of severe repression.

The franchise had not yet been extended and the electoral system provided no repre-

sentation of the citizens of low income who were most affected. The right to vote in

Parliamentary elections or to become a member of parliament was linked to property

rights. Only the affluent qualified and registered voters over the period under consider-

ation amounted to 1.5 percent of the total population.

Denominations of public debt certificates were large enough to guarantee a large inter-

section between creditors of public debt on the one hand, and members of parliament

and registered voters on the other hand (Johnston 2013).35 Since deflation increased

the real value of debt to the advantage of creditors, support for reimbursement of public

debt at the old par was strong amongst registered voters and members of parliament.

There were, however, doubts in the market regarding the resumption of the convertibil-

ity. These expectations can be measured by two prices, the external exchange rate of

the pound and its internal exchange rate into gold, the agio. The external exchange rate

was based on the price for bills of exchange. The latter were payment instruments that

circumvented bullion shipments by taking advantage of offsetting balances that interna-
35Consols and Exchequer bills were not issued for sums under £100. In 1819, yearly average salaries

ranged from £39 for farm laborers to £219 for highly paid government officials (Lindert and Williamson

1983)
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tional merchants accumulated with each other (Neal 1990, p. 5f).

These important commercial and financial networks and instruments were essential for

British war finance. The Exchequer purchased bills of exchange from London merchants,

drawn on their foreign correspondents. British military officials used these bills abroad

to hire troops and purchase supplies. Continental merchant readily accepted the bills,

as they could in turn be used to pay for British imports. Napoleon sought to undermine

British war finance and the acceptance of bills of exchange by making it difficult to im-

port British goods (Neal 1990, pp. 201ff).

The price of bills of exchange therefore reflected political and military events that, among

other things, affected British export markets on the Continent. The price of bills also

incorporated contemporaries’ expectations, as we consider the 2.5 months usance rate on

Hamburg–the only series available for the entire period of the French Wars. As shown in

Figure 11, the exchange rate fluctuated around 34 schillings (Flemish banco) per pound

until the end of 1808. The poor harvests in 1800/01 did, for example, not affect the

exchange rate durably. Afterwards, the pound devalued progressively in line with im-

portant expenditures in the Peninsular War and the continued war-related expenditures

and subsidies to Britain’s allies elsewhere on the Continent (Silberling 1924).

The agio in Figure 11, was computed as the difference between the pound’s official ex-

change rate into gold–the mint price–and its market exchange or spot rate. The mint

price carried the promise that pounds would be exchanged against gold at the pre-war

parity at some unknown moment in the future, conditional on the conclusion of a definite

peace treaty. Differences between the two reflected a discount factor that differentiated

the value of a paper pound at time t from its expected gold content in the future. The

discount factor captured how risky and, by extension, how credible the promise of re-

suming the gold standard at its pre-war parity was in the eyes of contemporaries (Antipa

2016).

For the years when the pound was discounted in London while not sustained by the

convertibility in the Bank of England, there was a remarkable concordance between the

two prices. As for the exchange rate, the agio increased substantially beginning in 1809,
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indicating the internal devaluation of the paper pound. The pound’s internal devalu-

ation was further exacerbated by the advent of unfavorable war-related news, as these

made British victory seem less probable and devaluation–rather than resumption at the

pre-war parity–more likely. Conversely, favorable news caused the pound’s purchasing

power to increase (Antipa 2016). An investor who bought pounds against gold in 1814

and resold a few years later would make a handsome profit.
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Figure 11: Market prices

The solid lines mark the suspension and resumption of the gold standard, in February

1797 and May 1821, respectively. The dashed line coincides with the announcement that

the gold standard would be resumed in May 1819. Source: Boyer-Xambeu et al., 1994,

authors’ calculation.

5 Conclusion

The outcome of the French Wars established Britain against all odds as the unrivaled

world power for the century to come. Its system of public finance enabled Britain to
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mobilize resources on an unprecedented scale. The system’s backbone consisted in the

country’s effective fiscal capacity: overall, 60 percent of the extra cost incurred by the

wars would be covered by tax revenues (Brewer 1988, O’Brien 1988).

As events unfolded during the 22 years of warfare, policy makers were able to effec-

tively adjust the monetary and fiscal policy mix. Major monetary and fiscal policy

innovations–the suspension of the gold standard and the instauration of Britain’s first

income tax–were implemented, whenever necessary in the costly pursuit of warfare. Pol-

icy regimes changed to grant their consistency given the realizations of random events.

This signaled the government’s commitment to undertake to necessary to win the war,

without jeopardizing fiscal sustainability.

In particular, after war-finance had taken its usual form–tax smoothing through debt

financing–the first regime change in 1797 meant the suspension of the gold standard, a

Real Bills policy of the Bank of England, and primary surpluses thanks to the income

tax. For the final and decisive surge in expenditures (1812-1815), fiscal policy went back

to deficit financing and the Bank purchased government liabilities on a large scale.

During this second war-time regime, the Bank’s balance sheet increased substantially,

but its composition may have mattered more than its growth. To resume the gold stan-

dard, the Bank needed to restore a balance sheet that was similar to the one before the

suspension. As the counterpart to note circulation were the Bank’s holdings of public

securities, the success of resuming the gold standard hinged on the Treasury’s will to

reimburse the Bank.

The successful return to convertibility and the pre-war price level came in 1821. The

Bank did not bring down its circulation to the 1797 level to resume the gold standard.

It had, however, been reimbursed the larger part of government short-term debt held on

its balance sheet. In line with what proponents of the Real Bills doctrine pointed out,

prices evolved with the fiscal backing of the Bank’s notes.

The exit from inflationary war finance and debt accumulation also consisted in convert-

ing short-term bills into long-term bonds and then in reducing the interest rate on the
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latter. Exit was further helped by the collapse in military expenditures–accounting for

2/3 of Britain’s budget–that brought about important primary surpluses.

Reversing the war stimulus came, however, with high economic and social costs. The

rate of unemployment increased from 5 to 17 percent in the post-war depression of 1816

(Feinstein 1998). The costs of returning to the gold standard remained largely unac-

counted for since public manifestations of social discontent were rendered illegal and the

electoral system of the time entailed an under-representation of the citizens most affected.

The mistakenly perceived ease with which the resumption was undertaken in 1821 shaped

British monetary orthodoxy and the global financial system for the century to follow (Fet-

ter 1965). It also ushered in the gold standard’s second resumption after WWI, an event

that prolonged and aggravated the Great Depression (Kindleberger 1984, Bernanke 1995,

Eichengreen and Temin 2000).

The social and economic costs that accompanied reversing the war stimulus had not

changed between the first and second resumption of the gold standard. Rather, the

changes in political accountability increased the costs of undoing inflationary war fi-

nance (Polanyi 1944, Eichengreen 1995). This is also a relevant lesson for the current

policy choice between maintaining a fixed exchange rate and restructuring an outstand-

ing debt overhang, as under discussion in certain member countries of the euro area.
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6 Appendix
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Figure 12: Evolutions in the debt-to-GDP ratio and the primary deficit/surplus, 1740

to 1840

Sources: Mitchel 1988, Broadberry et al. 2012.
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Table 7: Primary Deficit and Real GDP Growth, 1740-1840

Primary deficit Real GDP growth

Mean 2.57 1.46

Maximum 10.59 10.86

Minimum -9.78 -5.36

Standard Deviation 4.31 3.24

Observations 101 101

* Yield equals the coupon of the 3% consols divided by their market price.

** Average price of consols for the month before terms of loan are fixed

Source: Parliamentary Papers (BPP, 1898), Grellier (1810, 1812), authors’ calculations.
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Figure 14: The Bank’s Proceedings in the Market for Exchequer Bills

Source: Second Report from the Secret Committee on the Expediency of the Bank Re-

suming Cash Payments, 1819
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